
GET FULL DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION 
FOR AUTOPSY PROCEDURES 

MacroVIEW
Mobile Macro Digital Imaging System for Autopsy Procedures
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P A T I E N T S



Built-in high resolution 4K camera 
(up to 20MP)

Camera manipulator with build-in
5" LCD screen for shooting videos
or taking pictures

84.3"

FULL BODY PICTURE

Washable keyboard

Mobile cart with 
built-in long-lasting battery

Engineered for easy cleaning 
and complete disinfection with 
innovative antimicrobial coating

Touchscreen Point of Care (POC)
waterproof 19" control terminal 

MACROVIEW: DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION OF AN AUTOPSY
MacroVIEW is a macro digital imaging system engineered for efficient and complete digital 
documentation of the post-mortem examination. It dramatically improves the standardization 
and documentation of autopsy procedures by integrating all the tools within a single platform 
for capturing images and audio / videos of whole bodies, body parts, or large organs.

Forensic documentation is often performed with the use of commercial cameras or even 
smartphones, requiring users to manually transfer, select and re-process the digital material 
recorded. With MacroVIEW, all of these cumbersome steps are a thing of the past. Through 
the high-resolution camera and the user-friendly manipulator (camera holder), the operator 
captures images and records audio / videos to support case descriptions.

MacroVIEW’s built-in tools also eliminate the need for transcriptions of audio tapes. The 
workflow of the entire procedure is more efficient, enabling the Medical Examiner or Coroner 
to save time and improve diagnostic results.

Motorized height adjustable central 
column for full body pictures

2D barcode reader



Record Audios

Record Videos

LED lights

MAINTAIN CHAIN OF CUSTODY WITH DIGITAL EVIDENCE
Forensic investigations demand digital evidence for case filing. MacroVIEW matches 
images and videos with the case ID number, allowing full digital documentation for 
QA/QC and providing digital evidence for forensic investigations. 

REMOTE VIEWING AND EDITING
Pathologists and Coroners / Medical Examiners can also edit images (add text, sections, 
or freehand drawings) at the time of the autopsy or at a later stage as documents can 
be shared through the network (LAN) or integrated into the LIS. 

GROSS TELEPATHOLOGY (LIVE STREAMING)
The MacroVIEW screens can be shared to multiple computers via TeamViewer software. 

Save images

Zoom OUT

Zoom IN
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IMAGE TAGGING
Use specific tag words to easily sort image files. Tag words can be added to the file at 
the time of acquiring the original images or at a later date. The Tag Search Function 
also allows you to limit the search to specific dates if desired.

INTERFACE WITH LIS
In addition to stand-alone operations, MacroVIEW can interface with a PACS or LIS 
through a coded solution or TWAIN mode.

ONE SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE AUTOPSY TABLES (MOBILE CART)
Thanks to the mobile cart with long-lasting battery, MacroVIEW allows for enhanced 
flexibility, as operators can easily move to different tables and rooms, expediting the 
autopsy procedure

IMAGE-ENHANCED REPORTING
Image-Enhanced Reporting (IER) is common 
for most autopsy procedures and MacroVIEW 
incorporates all the tools required for a 
comprehensive IER. The relevant documentation 
is automatically stored and linked to the case ID 
number, expediting the reporting.

TEACHING & EDUCATION
Post-mortem examination images and videos are 
useful resources to educate medical students, 
residents, and other professionals involved in 
the process. The high-resolution digital material 
is immediately available for presentation, 
conferences, publications, and online teaching 
or live streaming. 


